GURBANI CONTEMPLATION
93
DHYAN (ATTENTION) Part-2
ਪ੍ਰਭ ਕੀ ਉਸਤਤਤ ਕਰਹੁ ਸੰ ਤ ਮੀਤ ॥ ਸਾਵਧਾਨ ਏਕਾਗਰ ਚੀਤ ॥

Sing the praises of the Lord, O friendly saints, with
alertness and single mindedness.

‘KHOJI’
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ਧਿਆਨ
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DHYAN (ATTENTION) Part-2
Between the two states of –
forgetfulness

or

remembrance

negative company

or

virtuous company

mind orientated

or

guru orientated

suffering

or

happiness

hell,

or

heaven

lies a crucial point - our consciousness or attention.
If our attention or Consciousness keeps the company of ‘materialistic doubt’
fallacy, then we become ‘mind-orientated’ and ‘forget’ the spiritual realm – but if
our ‘attention’ or consciousness’ maintains spiritual company then divine
consciousness gets ingrained in us.
The divine consciousness or ‘discerning intellect’ acquired through the
company of the holy is the one which is going to –
initiate discernment
give direction
bring about remembrance
initiate contemplation
initiate effort
pertaining to mental or spiritual life or ‘good’ or ‘bad’ company.
To utter Lord's Name, in the immaculate society of saints, is a sublime deliberation. 459
By meeting the society of saints, discrimination and understanding are attained.

1

481

In the guild of saints, Nanak has obtained understanding, and singing the praise of God
is his mainstay.
498
Associating with the society of saints, the filth of evil-mindedness is all eradicated and
the mortal is blessed with sublime understanding.
881

The spiritual knowledge that is acquired from the conscious realization of the
‘Wordless Word’ or the innate illumination within or ‘Shabad’ is called
‘intuition’.
‘Intuition’ bestows upon us the awareness and knowledge of the limitless
spiritual realm.
Intellectual knowledge gives us just the awareness or knowledge of the
limited ‘materialistic realm’.
In between these two types of ‘knowledge’ –
intuitional spiritual knowledge
intellectual materialistic knowledge
the strand of consciousness or ‘attention’ is the one that operates.
If the strand or cord of our consciousness or ‘attention’ is attached to
divine sangat or company, and our soul finds sustenance in that (company), it
is called ‘Sat Sangat’ the company of truth through which divine hue or colour
gets grafted to the ‘consciousness’.
On the other hand, if the strand of our consciousness or attention is entangled
or absorbed in materialistic doubt, then that is called ‘negative company’ or base
company – through which the human becomes mind-orientated, materialistic and a
worshipper of Maya (materialism) and gets separated from the spiritual realm.
The only connection is between these two above mentioned human states –
‘consciousness’
‘interaction’

or
and
or

‘attention’
sangat or ‘company’

For the successful fulfilment of every action consciousness or attention
is mandatory.
The one Lord is contained in every man. Whatever he attaches with, in that he succeeds.
303

2

2

Therefore, in order to get the full benefit from ‘communion’ or ‘sangat’, to
engage in the process of sharing and receiving from each other, ‘consciousness’ or
‘attention’ too is extremely necessary.
When we place our attention on some word or something, our mind then is in
communion with it and in that ‘interaction’ we give or receive a good or bad
influence. If we do not have an interest in that word or thing, our attention will
not be grounded it, and its influence on us will be superficial. In other words, there
is no communion, sangat, sharing or receiving with it.
Some examples are given to further explain this point –
In many homes Kirtan or Paath is playing on a radio or a tape recorder, but the
members in the house are absorbed in household matters or are engrossed in some
talk.
In a similar manner, when we are actually doing Paath or Simran, our
consciousness is engaged in numerous other thoughts. As a result, we are not
able to give full attention towards Gurbani.
This is often the complaint from the general congregation; the mind does not
get absorbed in Gurbani or Simran.
When our consciousness or ‘attention’ is not in Gurbani or Simran, then we
are not communing with Gurbani. Consequently, we are not able to ‘commune’
with or ‘connect’ with the intrinsic, innate meanings of Gurbani and no
relationship is established between our mind and Gurbani. Thus, communion
with the higher and pure divine Gurbani and its ‘touch-stone power’ does not take
place and we are left unaffected.
They read and reflect upon all the Names of God; they listen, but they do not see the
Lord, the embodiment of love and intuition.
How can iron be transformed into gold, unless it touches the Philosopher's
Stone? 973

In other words without ‘consciousness’ or ‘attention’ whatever rites or
rituals we perform, they are all done ‘without attention’ or ‘mindlessly’. This is
why we are unable to derive the full benefit from the Sadh Sangat, the
company of the holy or the Sat Sangat, the true company, and we remain
divorced from the spiritual benefits of Gurbani, Paath, Kirtan and Simran.

3

This is the reason why today, compared with previous times, in spite of an
enormous increase in –
religiosity
religious texts
religious temples
religious preaching
Satsang- Samagams
Paath –recitation of religious text
worship
Kirtan
chanting
penance
rites and rituals
no change appears in our mental and spiritual level. Instead, our mental
personality is on the decline.
The Pandit reads the religious texts but tastes not their relish.
Owing to duality his mind wanders in worldly valuables.

116

Man professes one thing and practices quite another.
In his heart there is no love, but with his mouth he talks tall.

269

What avails reading and listing,
If divine knowledge is not gained therewith.

655

In thy mind is deception and, in thy mouth,, the divine gospel.
O false man, why churnest thou water?

656

A hypocrite closes his eyes and holds his nose to deceive the world.

662

Without consciousness or attention our life is just like ‘lifeless’ matter. That
is why communion, sharing or interaction at the subtle mental and spiritual
level does not take place amongst humans.
4

4

By uniting outwardly, the united one unites not, he meets, if he meets inwardly.
He who meets in spirit, is said to have really met.

791

She, who meets with her Lord the heart's way, ever abides with Him. That is called the
real meeting.
However much she may desire is, she meets Him not through mere words.

725

The difference between human beings and animals lies in this
‘consciousness’. In human beings’ consciousness is sharp, intense and has subtle
feelings – that is the reason why they can absorb or feel higher and pure spiritual
feelings of love through Sangat and experience joy and elation. In animals this
‘consciousness’ is not as well developed, and they are not able to ‘absorb’ or be
affected by subtle spiritual feelings.
According to the degree of our interest in something, our mind’s ‘attention’ is
captivated. Over numerous past births our mind has been separated from the
divine realm. Entangled in the materialistic realm it has become incapable of
experiencing the subtle feelings of love.
In other words, without divine realisation, our consciousness has become
undeveloped as that of animals.
They who hear not the praises of the Supreme Bliss,
are worse than the beasts, birds and the species of creeping creatures.

188

He belongs to the human species, but his acts are those of beasts.

267

Without the society of the righteous, all the men remain like beasts and
animals.

427

Thou art beguiled! by the relishes of tongue and sensual organs.
Thou hast become a beast, and this mark can be erased not.

903

Maddened by riches, man abandons Nectar and drinks the deadly poison.
The evil deeds are effaced not. He realises not the Lord's will and enters into the
bodies of beasts.
1013
Thou mingle not with the society of saints ever and are engrossed in false pursuits.
Thou wander like a dog, a swine and a crow. Thou shall soon arise and depart.
1105

5

5

The wayward person is blind and likes not the Guru's instruction.
He has become a beast and is rid not of his self-conceit.

1190

False are the egocentrics, without the Lord's Name, they wander about like demons.
They are animals, wrapped up in human skin and are black from within.
1284

In order to change our ‘animalistic disposition’ or ‘base ‘consciousness’ to a
higher, better and more soulful, there is only one technique or method that is
mentioned in Gurbani and that is –
‘Sat Sangat (True company) or ‘Sadh Sangat’ (Company of the holy)
By association with the saints the sins flee away.
By association with the saints the mortal sings the praise of the Ambrosial Name.

271

Who-so-ever utters it, he gets emancipated.
Some rare person attains it by association with the saints.
By His grace, the Lord places His Name in the mind,
and thus, even the beasts goblins and the stony fools swim across.

274

I have grown weary of adopting various and many means, but in no way do they leave
me.
I have heard one thing, that they are uprooted in the saints' association. So, I have
sought their protection.
206
Standing up and sitting down meditate thou on God and enshrine affection for the
saints’ holy company.
Nanak when the Supreme Lord abides in man's mind his evil intellect is annulled. 297
I see the refuge of God's slaves. I see not any other way out.

1203

Just as iron dross, touching the philosopher's stone is transmuted into gold, similarly, a
sinful person, blessed with the Guru's instruction in the society of the saints, becomes
blotless and is rendered immaculate.
1297
The pleasure fruit of Gurmukhs is the company of holy persons through which animals,
ghosts and the fallen ones are salvaged and liberated.
VBG 16/7

The act of focusing a thought on one point is called ‘attention’ or
‘meditation’.
For any materialistic success or spiritual evolvement ‘attention’ is absolutely
mandatory.
To the degree of depth, needle-like, one-pointedness, focused, sharp attention
we place on any work, to that degree the output will be beauteous, successful and
beneficial.

6
6

Without ‘attention’ none of our schemes, thought processes and efforts can
have productive results.
If we do things with a superficial mind, they will be rendered
incomplete
wrong
useless
detrimental
painful.
In a similar manner, without ‘attention’, any efforts we put into doing
religious paths, worshipping, performing rites and rituals, they too will be rendered
hollow
insipid
devoid of feeling
unbeneficial
dead (or unfulfilling) techniques or ways.
The non-participation of Guru Nanak Sahib Ji in the Nimaz or prayer of the Ka
zees (Muslim clerics) in Sultanpur, is an indicator or pointer of this very point.
Without ‘attention’, even our religious rites and rituals are all fruitless.
They who have not God's love in their heart, hatch many false plots.

171

The mammon-worshippers, who for the sake of their designs and another's love
cultivate evil passions, they are all worthless and ignorant.
He, who has faith, fruitful is his singing of the Lord's praise. He alone obtains honour in
the Lord's court.
They, who without faith fraudulently and falsely close their eyes; false pride shall
ultimately wear off.
734
And what good are your purifications? Why do you bother to wash your face? And why
do you bother to bow your head in the mosque?
And, what is the use of the purification of thine hands, feet and mouth and the washing
of thy face and What use thy head's prostration in the mosque?
What avails thee to say prayer and to go the pilgrimage of Mecca, when there is malice
in thy mind?
1350

7
7

To converse or interact through a telephone it is absolutely necessary to have
the right connecting number. If that number is not available or if the receiver
does not respond, then conversation does not take place
communion or the meeting does not take place
sharing does not take place
interaction does not take place
business of transaction does not take place
amongst the two parties.
Exactly in the same way, while doing Paath, worshipping, chanting and
meditating if our mind or attention is not ‘focused with one pointed
concentration’, then we remain unaffected from Gurbani’s deep, innate, very
subtle feelings and its magical touchstone-power does not work on us.
This is why in Gurbani, there is encouragement and mandatory instruction (as
follows): –With single-mind meditation on One Lord, mind's misgiving is dispelled.
Sing the praise of the Lord, O friendly saints,
with alertness and single-mindedness.

47
295

O my soul, lovingly remember Thou, the Beloved Lord single-mindedly and with
rapt attention.
653
With single mindedness and one heart meditate I on God with love and
affection.

845

Nanak, he who in the heart of his heart, repeats God; near him the death's courier
draws not.
515
He, who meditates on his Creator Lord through thought, word and deed
suffers not punishment ever.
1071
Contemplating on the Lord with one pointed attention through the teachings of
the Guru one sheds away egotism and becomes beauteous.
VBG 5/6
I am sacrifice unto those Gursikhs who remember the Lord with single devotion.
VBG 12/2

8

8

This is how admonishment has been delivered in Gurbani about the state of the
mind pertaining to ‘attention’ or concentration –
This mind of many whims rests not for a moment. It wanders about aimlessly in all the
ten directions.
171
Man professes one thing and practices quite another.
In his heart there is no love, but with his mouth he talks tall.

269

They who have one thing in their heart and another in their mouth, are accounted
false.
488
I have one thing in my mind and another on my lips. I am an unfortunate liar.

528

At times, the mind soars high up and at times it falls to the nether regions.
The greedy mind remains not steady and searches for wealth etc. in all the four
directions.

876

In fact, the most specific and applicable example on this subject is indeed
our own ‘materialistic life’.
Man, through the doubt-fallacy of egotism, by ‘forgetting’ or by ‘separating
from’ his fountain head, the Timeless Being, over numerous births, is stuck in the
quagmire of attachment and materialism or is entangled in illusory love.
They forget Lord God the Friend and are attached with the deceitful wealth.
The son the wife and the riches go not with the mortal, but that imperishable God
does. Being entangled and enmeshed in the love of false occupations the whole world
had perished.
133
The Actor has set up attachment of mammon as a play for the mortals.
The blind apostates remain clinging to it.

230

My Lord, I know nothing.
My soul is sold out in the mammon's hand.........
These five vices have corrupted my mind.
Every moment they remove me away from God.

710

Good many lives have passed away in wandering about,
and the terrible mammon permits not mortal to abide in his own home.

9
9

Day and night, the mortal to abide in his own actions.
Blame thou not another. Thine own actions lead thee astray, O mortal.

745

Over numerous births we have become so entangled and enmeshed in this false
materialism that our ‘life’ itself has become the very embodiment of
‘materialism’. That is why ourthoughts
imagination
thinking
desires
hopes
love
feelings
inclinations
faith
company
inter-action
deeds
discipline
efforts,
in fact, our whole life has been imbued with the ‘deep colour’ of materialistic
attachment. This is the reason why our–
consciousness
attention
awareness
concentration
focus
is unconsciously, automatically, unknowingly, entangled and is really so enmeshed
in this false materialism, that it is impossible for our ‘attention’ to move out of it

10

10

and focus elsewhere. This type of –consciousness
thinking
attention
hue or colour
belief
concentration
focus
of false materialism has become ingrained within us over numerous births by-associating with
focusing upon
remembering
contemplating upon
meditating on
materialism. Through this Materialistic Consciousness, ‘Maya’ has become the
very embodiment of our life. Thus, we –take birth
live
abide
do deeds
face consequences
die
land up with the couriers of death and
take birth again
in materialistic life.
The thirteenth Lunar day: The world is afflicted with the fevers of three qualities.
It comes, goes and fall into hell.

299

How can thy mind be contented by forgetting God? It cannot be pleased either.
He, who forsaking, the Lord, attaches to another, abides in hell.

708

11
11

Thou shall be repeatedly born and die and be born again.
Thou shall suffer much punishment on thy way to the distant country.
The blind mortal knows not Him who made him, wherefore he shall suffer pain.

1020

One greatly wanders in the love of riches.
He does deeds as is the writ of his past actions.

1193

If it can take numerous births of company or practice of interaction with
materialism in order to infuse or ingrain the ‘hue of materialism’ on to human life,
then, in order to completely transform or mould our ‘materialistic life’ into
‘spiritual life’, it is absolutely necessary and mandatory to be in the company
of higher, pure ,spiritual, holy congregation or ‘true company’ for a period
even longer than this.
This ‘reverse play’ or spiritual transformation is an extremely long and
difficult ‘play of love’. It can be made easier and be expedited by keeping
continuous company of blessed Gurmukh (Guru-oriented) beloved evolved souls.
At a moment, Nanak, God out of mercy, attaches man to His love, by association with
the saints.
409

It has been mentioned in the previous Lekh (Attention 1) that when our
attention moves over to some base thought or thing, the inclination of the mind
must at once be shifted to a higher, positive direction. Having abided in the
whirlpool of materialism, our mind has become utterly powerless. This is the
reason why it is so very difficult to shift the inclination or attention of the
mind from a lower to a higher side.
In the process of fulfilling a task, after we have put all our effort or strength in
it but still fail, then we seek the help or support of someone stronger. In the
same way, when our mind is no more under our control or cannot be reined in, then
it is necessary for us to seek the support or help of some strong divine personality
or the company of the holy.
In the holy company of saints’, the mind goes not anywhere.
In the holy company of saints’, the mind attains stability.

271

Nanak seek the shelter of the saints, who have overpowered their mind.

815

The mind roams and rambles in many, many directions. It is only by meeting
with the saints, that it is over-powered.
1294

12
12

The Gurmukhs (by their loving devotion) have easily brought it under
control.
Meeting with the holy company the mind can be reined in.
VBG 29/9

This is the reason why people in Sangat have been heard to say that as long as
they remain in Sangat, the mind remains calm and other thoughts do not impinge
onto it, but upon returning home, materialism overpowers the mind and the
situation remains the same.
This is why in Gurbani we are emphatically encouraged to participate in the
Sadh Sangat, the company of the holy or ‘Sat Sangat’ the true company –
Hearken, O my friend intimate and beloved!
In the society of the saints thou shalt be saved in a moment.

103

Millions of obstacles are removed in a moment, of him,
who hears the Lord God's gospel in the Society of Saints.

195

Win for thyself this invaluable gem of him, an life by remembering God even for a
moment in the Society of Saints.
210
Supremely pure is the society of saints,
meeting which the love for the Lord is embraced.

393

Nanak joining the society of saints, the sinners become pure and by following the great
True Guru they are emancipated.
528
Meeting with the saints society, remember, thou, the Lord's Name, so that your service
may be fruitful.
617

The gravitational pull of the earth is massive. As a result, everything is being
attracted towards the earth.
This gravitational pull exerts its influence around the earth’s atmosphere for
several miles. Beyond that, there is endless space where there is no gravitational
pull. If something enters this ethereal space, it will continue to remain in it forever.
In this infinite space, there are other numerous planets and ‘satellites’ or stars
just like our earth around which gravitational pull exists.

13

13

If an object leaves the space and enters the atmosphere of any other planet, the
gravitational pull of that planet will draw it towards itself.
For example, scientists have researched and found that the ‘moon’ too has its
own gravitational pull. Anything that enters the moon’s atmosphere will be drawn
towards the centre of the moon with its gravitational pull.
Exactly in the same way our ‘mind’ is being automatically drawn towards
the doubt-ridden materialistic realm with its powerful gravitational pull. This
is the reason why we unknowingly get entangled and enmeshed in this
materialistic realm, subjecting ourselves to fruitless wanderings, for all our
life.
Being entangled and enmeshed in the love of false occupations the whole world had
perished.
133
Thinking and planning evil, he was destroyed. He who has created him also gave him
the push.
825

It is only with the spiritual power of ‘intuitional knowledge’ that we can
understand about and discover the gravitational pull of this materialistic realm It
is only with the help of ‘Sat Sangat’ or ‘Sadh Sangat’, that we can escape from
the gravitational pull of materialism. Only then will our mind turn within, to
our real ‘home’, towards the true-pure, innate divine region, or Sachkhand (a
realm place where there is no sorrow), the realm of the formless.
The important point here is that, by focusing our attention through the divine
inspiration of the company of the holy, we can free ourselves from the
gravitational pull of materialism. However, as soon as our mind leaves the
company of the holy, the gravitational pull of materialism descends upon our
mind and once again we immersed helplessly into the fiery ocean of
materialism.
Those, who have exceedingly bad luck, do not eat the dust of the feet of the saints.
The burning fire of their cravings is stilled not, and they suffer punishment at the hands
of the Righteous Judge.
1325

This is why so many seekers have been heard to say that for as long as they
remain in the environment of the company of the holy their mind remains
focused and the attention continues to remain focused on Naam-Bani-Sewa
and Simran.

14

14

But when they move away from the company of the holy then at once,
unknowingly, automatically they get pulled towards materialism and remain
unaffected by the hue-colour-relish of Bani-Naam-Simran.
In other words, through the inspirational and encouraging company of the
holy (Sadh Sangat), the consciousness of our attention begins to take flight into
the skies of Divine Love, belonging to the spiritual realm. Opposed to this, as soon
as we come out of the spiritual aura of the company of the holy, our attention once
again gets pulled towards the materialistic world according to the base habits
and polluted inclinations of our subconsciousness.
For this reason, there is forceful motivation in Gurbani for the attention of
the mind to revert towards Naam-Bani-Simran through the Sadh Sangat, the
living-awakened company of the holy.
The mortal, who by Guru's instructions conquers his mind, obtains salvation and
deliverance in his own home.
Joining the union of the society of Saints, meditate on the Name of God.

26

Attached with the congregation of saints, meditate thou on God, and the Lord Master
shall go with thee.
234
In the society of saints, man is absorbed in God's love and takes to Lord's meditation.
457
The Guru congregation of the Guru is dear to God, as to the Guru's mind Lord God's
Name is sweet and pleasing.
494
In the saints congregation, I contemplate the Lord God's Name.

717

Meeting with the saints, contemplate thou the Lord's Name.

804

Joining the society of saints, remember thou thy Lord with thy soul and body.

817

The holy congregation is the abode of truth and being kind to the devotee, He is in the
possession of the devotees.
VBG 6/1
Disciplining himself in the company in the holy ones i.e. losing his ego, he remembers
Lord with single-minded devotion.
VBG9/5

The ‘materialistic realm’ or the ‘spiritual realm’ are not separate countries,
islands or planets. They are the subtle states of consciousness, or play of the rise
and fall of mental emotions or ‘love of the Self’ brought about by our
‘attention’, which can only be known or recognised by some rare Gurmukh
(Guru-orientated person).
Rare are they who procure understanding by admonishing their soul, through the Guru.
62

15

15

The pious person distinguishes the counterfeit from the genuine.
The pious person fixes his attention in the Creator-Lord.
The strivers, the adepts and all the silent-sages long for the Lord, but few obtain
concentration on Him.
He, on whom my Lord is merciful, his tasks are accomplished.

942

1226

The enlightened mind of the Sikhs drinks and digests the unbearable cup of the love of the
Lord. Armed with the knowledge of the Brahm, they meditate upon the transcendental
Brahm.
VBG 6/14
Rare is the Gurmukh who concentrates upon the Guru and attains the divine sight.
He is the jeweller having the capacity of testing as well as keeping the jewels in the from of
virtues.
VBG 9/7

To seek refuge, shelter, motivation, guidance and help from Sadh Sangat in
order to turn the attention or ‘consciousness’ of the mind’s inclination
towards the spiritual realm is the duty and divine effort of all seekers.
Meeting with the saints society, remember, thou, the Lord's Name, so that your service
may be fruitful.
617
For ever sing the praise of the Lord of world,
and by associating with the society of saints contemplate thou on the Master.

624

Joining the society of Saints, I have won this precious human life by singing God's
praise.
404
In the saints, congregation, meditate thou, on God, the Cherisher of the World.
I can think of no other way. Making this effort, pass thou the time of the Dark Age.

675

Beyond this, the ‘wondrous tale’ or the ‘Divine Play’ of the Divine Realm is
unique and different.
When a fish gets caught in a fisherman’s hook, it is pulled out with his cord or
string. Similarly, while abiding in the Sadh Sangat, at some memorable divine
moment, our consciousness gets uplifted to such an extent that it goes and
touches the limitless melodies of ‘Self-Love’ or Naam’s ‘transformational
touchstone’ and it gets ‘intertwined’ with Naam’s ‘Love Cord’. In this way, our
consciousness becoming intoxicated in the ‘Love-Relish’ of Naam and gets
pulled with the spiritual ‘Love Cord’.

16

All this is the eternal power of Naam’s (magical) ‘transformational touchstone’
which manifests itself through the boundless mercy, blessing and grace of the
Satguru in which the seeker has no say or power whatsoever.
16

The unseen and inscrutable Lord is pervading everywhere.
By no effort can He be obtained.
If God shows mercy, then is the True Guru met and he unites man in the union of the
Kind One.
127
O servant Nanak, by God's grace, man receives the treasure of His Name and devotion.
162
If one becomes the recipient of Lord's grace, then alone he obtains it. Other devices
and orders are ruinous.
465
This is the Lord's cup of Love. He gives it to him, whomsoever, He wills.

947

He, on whom is God's mercy, attains to the True Guru and night and day easily remains
absorbed in the Lord's meditation.
797

The subtle consciousness of guru-orientated Gurmukhs is intertwined with
the Love Cord of the incessant sound of the Wordless Word (Shabad) in such a
way that that no materialistic power can break this cord.
I have contracted love with my Beloved.
The Lord of wealth has drawn me with such a string, that by breaking, it breaks not,
and by letting it go, it goes not.
827

For as long as a seeker makes an effort or humbly requests to remove the
inclination of his mind from the gravitational pull of the materialistic world and
move it to the divine realm, this effort or action, is called ‘attention’.
And when the attention or ‘consciousness’ automatically gets pulled with
the Divine Love-Cord of an intoxicating, inexpressible relish, then this effort
become the love-play of consciousness. In this extraordinary ‘divine-play of
love’ there is no trace of the seeker’s effort or labour.
Just as a ‘snake’ gets charmed upon hearing the sweet melody of a ‘flute’ and
begins to sway. It becomes a ‘disciple’ of the ‘melody’ and follows in the direction
of the music.
Exactly in the same way, in this ‘play of love’, upon hearing the ‘unstruck
melody’ of the Gur Shabad, getting intoxicated, our consciousness gets pulled
to become the disciple of the Shabad’s melody. The divine love play of this
‘Shabad ‘(Wordless Word) or ‘Word Consciousness’ is called –
The Lord is my Guru, whose meditation, I, His disciple, greatly love.

943

The wondrous unnarratable tale of the divine state of such ‘spontaneous
attention’ has been related in Gurbani as follows –
They, whom, he from the very-out-set, keeps united with the Saints union, never
separate, and remain absorbed in the Lord.
His might, He Himself Knows.
Nanak, the one resigned to Guru's will Knows only the Name.
159

17

17

In the Lord's love is the spiritual vision and through the spiritual vision the Lord
is comprehended. By Guru's grace, this ineffable discourse is known.
879
My attention is fixed with the Lord's lotus feet and I am absorbed in the True Lord's vision,
O saints.
916
He, who gathers the imperishable wealth of the Name, becomes fruitful and through
meditation is attuned to the Lord.
1127
O my mother, I am wonderstruck to see my Lord.
My soul is bewitched by the unstruck melody, wondrous is whose relish.

1226

One should accept the word of the Guru as the Guru, and by becoming Gurmukh
one makes his consciousness the disciple of the Word. When one becomes
attached to the abode of truth in the form of holy congregation, he through
loving devotion meets the Lord. In the art of knowledge, meditation and remembrance,
the Siberian crane, tortoise and swan respectively are adept ones (in a Gurmukh all these
three qualities are found).
VBG 7/20
The Guru merges the consciousness of the disciple into the Word and creates
ever-new love for the Lord in it.
Thus, getting above the worldliness, the disciple becomes Guru and the Guru
disciple.
Now he quaffs the unbearable drink of the juice of love and further bears the
unbearable. But all this becomes possible only through the service of the Guru.
VBG13/14
With single-minded devotion they concentrate upon the Lord and do not go
astray to any other thought. Merging their consciousness into the Word they
behold that imperceptible Lord.
VBG 16/8
The consciousness of Gurmukhs there remains merged in the Word and the story of their
love is ineffable.
VBG16/10
The Gurmukhs merge their consciousness in the Word through learning, meditation and,
prayer.0 my brothers, the value of the pleasure of the fruit of Gurmukh’s company cannot
be estimated.
VBG 25/14
By this union a Guru-conscious person achieves emancipation, the supreme spiritual state.
He then rests in a state of perpetual comfort and peace and lives in a state of blissful
equipoise.
KSBG 62
He who holds the contemplation of Guru's words as his primary-support and lodges it
in his heart is the true follower of the Guru's teachings and knower of the Lord in true
sense.
He whose vision is focused on seeing the True Guru and hearing power concentrated
on hearing the divine words of Guru, is a lover of his beloved Lord in the true sense.
He who is dyed in the love of one Lord engrosses himself in deep
meditation' of the Lord's name in the company of the saintly persons is truly
liberated and a clean Guru oriented individual.
KSBG 327
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End.

